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Itero is the title developed by well known  studio Hacksaw Gaming. Released on 05.05.2024 it
became a hit among players for its thrilling engine and amazing artwork. This  review describes all
of its key characteristics that, along with the Itero slot demo mode available on clashofslots, give a 
great idea of the experience you’ll be getting.
ITERO uses the EchoSpins™ mechanic! EchoSpins™ are a special form of respins where  each
respin is a copy of the triggering spin. On each EchoSpins™ spin all wins and multipliers reappear
again and  again to progressively and exponentially build up your winnings for a huge potential
prize! This 5×4 slot uses payline wins  and has a max win of 10,000 times your bet! Enjoy the bold
visuals and stark contrasts in this Roman-themed  state-of-the-art game as it takes you on a head-
spinning journey from zero to hero. Veni, vidi, vici!
ECHOSPINS™
EchoSpins™ are a special  type of respins where each spin is a copy of the original triggering
spin. When the Hand of Jupiter symbols  land with at least one winning payline, it reveals the
number of EchoSpins™ awarded for that phase. Between 1 –  8 EchoSpins™ can be awarded by
the Hand of Jupiter.
Each respin then repeats all the wins and multipliers from the  spin before, stacking multiplier
symbols progressively in the total multiplier value on top of the reels before applying the new  total
multiplier value to all winning paylines on the spin. The multipliers that land on the reels can be
either  additive or multiplicative. Multipliers are not applied to any wins except during EchoSpins™.
Additive multipliers can be: 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x,  10x
Multiplicative multipliers can be: x2, x3
BONUS GAMES
This game offers two bonus games triggered by landing the free spin symbol in  the base game.
3 free spin symbols triggers bonus game Wrath of Jupiter.
4 free spin symbols triggers bonus game Gift from  the Gods.
WRATH OF JUPITER
10 free spins
In this bonus game, there is a higher chance of landing the Hand of Jupiter  symbols, with a better
chance for a greater number of EchoSpins™ and higher multipliers!
GIFT FROM THE GODS
10 free spins
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In this  bonus game, all landed multiplier symbols are saved in the total multiplier on top of the
reels. In the EchoSpins™  phases during this bonus game, the multiplier is not progressively
increased. Instead, the total collected before the Hand of Jupiter  landed is used for each
EchoSpins™ respin in a phase. After a completed EchoSpins™ phase, the total multiplier resets
and  must be built up anew.
The symbol payouts displayed above reflect the currently selected bet level. The theoretical
payout for this  game is 96.18%. The RTP was calculated by simulating 10,000,000,000 rounds.
Bonus Buy
Players who want to play the exciting bonus games  on this slot can do so directly via the Bonus
Buy feature. You can activate the Wrath of Gods bonus  game for 129 times the stake and the
game’s RTP will increase to 96.2%. On the other hand, 200 times  the stake activates the Gift from
the Gods bonus game and boosts its RTP to 96.25%.
Itero Slot Verdict
While Hacksaw Gaming  provides some of the most impressive slots, the Itero slot is among its
more classic but unique releases. Not only  does this title feature classic and philosophical
overtones, but it also offers thrilling gameplay with high-quality visuals and immersive sound 
quality.
In particular, the EchoSpins™ feature is among the best parts of playing this slot as it provides
repeat wins and  a possible multiplier build to maximize potential payouts. In addition, the bonus
games increase your chances of earning that maximum  win of x10,000.
You can play the Itero free slot on clashofslots or any other platform that offers Hacksaw Gaming
products.  Thus, try your hand at this slot even without making a deposit.  
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